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0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
A topological transformation group (ttg) is a triple 'X = < T, X,.,, > , where T is a T 2 topological 
group, X is a compact T 2 space and .,, : T X X - X is a continuous map such that .,, ( e, x ) = x and 
'TT(s,.,,(t,x)) = 'TT(st,x). I.e., T acts as a continuous group of homeomorphisms on X. We shall 
fix T and suppress the action symbol. 
Let 'X be a ttg, x E X , then Tx ( Tx ) denotes the orbit (-closure) of x in X and a subset 
A C X is called invariant iff Ta CA for every a EA . A ttg 'X is called minimal iff X contains 
no proper closed invariant subsets, 'X is called ergodic iff every invariant open subset of X is dense. 
An example of an ergodic ttg is a pointtransitive ttg, which is a ttg with a dense orbit. A ttg is. minimal 
iff every orbit is dense. 
For (our fixed) T there exists a universal pointtransitive ttg ~T , such that T can densely and 
equivariantly be embedded in ST . The multiplication on T can be extended to a multiplication on 
ST , then ST is a closed semigroup with continuous right translations. The universal minimal ttg 
~ = < T, M > for T is isomorphic to every minimal left ideal in ST and so M is a closed semi-
group with continuous right translations. Hence the collection J: = J(M) of idempotents in M is 
nonempty. Moreover, { vM I v E J} is a partition of M and every vM is a group with unit element 
V • 
The sets ST and M act on X as semigroups and Tx = STx , while for a minimal ttg 'X we have 
Tx = Mx for every x EX . Let x be an almost periodic point in X , i.e. Tx is minimal, then 
denote the nonempty set {v E J I vx = x} by Jx . Note, that for a ttg 'X, JX is the collection of 
almost periodic points in X . 
Pro:ximality is another dynamical concept that can be described by the action of ST . Two points x 1 
and x 2 are called proximal iff T(x 1 ,x 2)n ax =I= 0 . Let Gl.Lx be the unique uniform structure of 
X , then P = n {Ta I a E Gl.Lx} is the collection of proximal pairs in X , the proximal relation ; if 
P = X X X then 'X is called proximal. 
It turns out that x 1 and x 2 are proximal in 'X iff vx 1 = vx 2 for some idempotent v EST iff there 
is a minimal left ideal / in ST such that px 1 = px 2 for every p E / . 
Let 2x be the collection of nonempty closed subsets of X endowed with the Vietoris topology 
[Mi 51]. Note that a base for the Vietoris topology on 2x is formed by the sets 
II 
< U 1, ••. , U11 > : = { A E 2x I A C U U; and A n U; =I= 0 for every i} , 
i=I 
where U; is open in X. Then 2'.X:=<T,2x,ir> defined by ir(t,D):=.,,[{t}XD] isattgagain, 
and ST acts on 2x too. To circumvent ambiguity we denote the action of ST on 2x by the circle 
operation as follows. Let p E ST then for D E 2x define p o D : = lim2x t; D for any net { t; } ; in 
T with t; - p . Moreover 
p o D = { x E X I there are d; E D with x = lim t; d; } 
for any net t; -P in T . If F C ST , D E 2x then we define 
FoD:= LJ{JoD 1/EF}. 
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A homomorphism of ttgs <1>: ix-611 is a continuous map <1>: X - Y of the phase spaces of the ttgs such 
that </>(tx) = t</>(x) for all t ET, x EX. 
The map </> is called proximal iff R ,p C P iff P ,p: = n {Tan R ,p J a E 6l.Lx} = R ,p . 
Let </>: ix- ~ and t/1: 611- ~ be surjective homomorphisms of ttgs, then </> and t/1 are called dis joint 
iff R ,p,f,: = { (x ,y) I cf, (x) = t/1 (y)} is minimal, notation </> J_ t/1 ; </> and t/1 are called weakly dis joint 
iff R,p,i, is ergodic, notation </>....:.... t/1 • 
In section 2 we shall relate weak disjointness of homomorphisms of ttgs to that of their maximally 
equicontinuous factors. A homomorphism of ttgs is called equicontinuous or almost periodic iff for 
every a E 6l.Lx there is a PE 6l.Lx such that Tan R ,p <;;, P , where R ,p: = R <P<P • 
Let Q ,p: = n {Tan R ,p I a E 6l.Lx} be the regionally proximal relation and define the equicontinuous 
structure relation to be the smallest closed invariant equivalence relation that contains Q <P • Then 
</>: ix- 611 is almost periodic iff Q ,p = il x . If </> : ix- 611 is a homomorphism of ttgs, then 
0: ix/E,p-611 is the maximally equicontinuous factor of </> (also called the maximally (uniformly) 
almost periodic factor of </> ). 
Before we can discuss the material in section 2 we need to collect some results concerning the equicon-
tinuous structure relation of certain types of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs, which will be done in 
section I. Most of the results in that section I are known, but the results in 1.9.d, 1.12.c and 1.16.b 
seem to be new. 
In section 3 we refine our knowledge about the regionally proximal relation being an equivalence rela-
tion. We prove that in several cases (RIC, Be, RIM) we have 
Note that it was already known that E,p = Q,p for open Be extensions [B 73], Be extensions [V 77] and 
open RIM extensions [W o 80]. 
In section 4 we revisit the transitivity of the regionally proximal relation and translate some of the 
"#-ideas" as exposed in section 3 to the idea of regional proximality of second order. 
A more detailed discussion about ttgs may be found in [B 75/79] and, with more notational resem-
blance, [G 76] and [V 77]; for a function-algebraic approach see [E 69]. 
We like to thank J. DE VRIES for his many valuable suggestions, and T. s. MCWOULANDER for his com-
munications. 
1. SOME GENERALITIES 
Let X be a CT2 space and let 9R(X) be the collection of regular Borc;;l probability measures on X 
provided with the weak star topology; i.e., a net {µ; }; in 9R(X) converges to µE 9R(X) iff 
ff dµ; converges to ff dµ for all real valued continuous functions f on X . Then 9R(X) is a 
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CT2 space in which X is embedded by the mapping X++8x , where 8x is the dirac measure at x . 
If q,: ~- 6Y is a continuous map between CT2 spaces, then q, induces a continuous map 
UR(q,):UR(X)-UR(Y) which extends q,. Note, that UR(q,) is surjective (injective) (homeomorphic) 
iff q, is. 
Let~ beattgfor T.For tET and µEUR(X) define tµEUR(X) by tµ(A)=µ(t- 1A);or, 
what is the same, ff d(tµ) = fft dµ, where ft: X -R is defined by ft(x) = f(tx). Also one 
could say tµ:=UR('lt)(µ), where -n1:=xi-+tx:x-x. One can show that 
(t,µ)i-+tµ: TX UR(X)-UR(X) is continuous. So UR(~) is a ttg for T. 
If q,: ~ - 6Y is a homomorphism of ttgs, then UR ( q,): UR(~) - UR (6Y) is a homomorphism of ttgs. 
A surjective homomorphism q,: ~- 6Y of ttgs is said to have a relatively invariant measure ( q, has a 
RIM, q, is a RIM extension) if there exists a continuous homomorphism A: 6Y - UR(~) of ttgs such 
that 9R(q,)oA: 6Y-UR(6Y) is just the (dirac) embedding. In other words: q, is a RIM extension iff for 
every y E Y there is a Ay EUR (X) with supp;\_y C q,+--(y) and the map y 1-+Ay: 6Y-UR (~) is a 
homomorphism of ttgs; this map A is called a section for q, . If q, is a RIM extension, then a point 
x E X is called a supprim point if for some section A for q, we have x E supp A./,(x > • 
In particular, q,: ~-{*} has a RIM iff ~ has an invariant measure iff UR(~) has a fixed point. In 
case ~ is minimal it follows easily that every point of X is a supprim point. 
Another example of a RIM extension is an almost periodic homomorphism of minimal ttgs, which even 
has a unique section and every point is a supprim point. For more details on RIM extensions see 
[G 75]. 
RIM extensions of minimal ttgs turn out to behave nicely with respect to the interpolation of maximal 
almost periodic factors, i.e., with respect to the equicontinuous structure relation. 
I.I. THEOREM. ([M 78] 2.2.) Let q,: ~-6Y be a RIM extension, then q, is open in the supprim poinfi:J 
In [M 78] a technique is developed to investigate the equicontinuous structure relation for RIM exten-
sions. The most important results are 1.2. and its consequences 1.3. and 1.4. below. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let q,: ~- 6Y be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, and let t/J: ~- 6Y be a RIM exten-
sion with section A ( ~ not necessarily minimal). Let x E X and let U be an open set in Z . 
Then 
E,:,[x] X (V n suppA.f>(xJ)C T({x} X V n RH). 
• 
1.3. CORQLLARY. Let q,: ~- 6Y be a RIM extension of minimal ttgs with section A . Then for every 
x E X with x E supp A./,(x > we have the equality E,:, [ x] = Q,:, [ x] . / n particular, if a minimal ttg 
~ has an invariant measure then E,x = Q,x. • 
1.4. COROLLARY. Let q,: ~-6Y be a RIM extension of minimal ttgs. Then 
E,:, = Q,:,oP,:, = P ,:,oQ,:, = {(x1 ,x2)E R,:, I (ux1 ,ux2)E Q,:, for some u E J}. • 
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Two other types of extensions that behave nicely with respect to the equicontinuous structure relation 
are the Be extensions and the RIC extensions. 
Let </>: ex-~ and tf;: ~ - ~ be surjective homomorphisms of ttgs (not necessarily minimal). Then </> 
and tf; are said to satisfy the generalized Bronstein condition (gBc) if JR,p,i, = R,p,i, ; i.e., if the almost 
periodic points are dense in R,p,i,. If JR,p = R,p then </> is said to satisfy the Bronstein condition 
(Be); we shall also say that </> is a Be map or a Be extension. 
We say that </> satisfies the n - fold Bronstein condition for certain n E 1\1 whenever 
has a dense subset of almost periodic points (notation: </> is n -Be). 
So </> is a Be map iff </> is 2-Bc. 
A homomorphism </>: ex-~ of minimal ttgs is called a RIC extension iff </>+--(z) = u o u </>+--(z) for 
every z E Z and for every u E Jz (RIC stands for Relatively InContractible). Note that a RIC 
extension is an open extension ([G 76] X.1.1.). 
Examples of RIC extensions are almost periodic-, distal- and open point distal maps. 
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward and will be omitted. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let ex be minimal. Consider the next diagram of surjective homomorphisms. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
a) </> and t[; satisfy gBc; 
b) R,p,i, = T({x} X uiJrcp(x)) for some x EX and some u Elx; 
c) R,p,i, = T({x} X utf;--</>(x )) for every x EX and every u E lx . D 
Two other useful remarks concerning dense sets of almost periodic points are 
1.6. REMARK. (Situation as in 1.5.) Let u E J . Then </> and t[; satisfy gBc iff 
tf;+--</>(x) = lx o utf;--</>(x) for every x EX . 
In particular, </> is a Be extension iff </>+--</>(x) = lx o u</>--</>(x) for every x EX . 
PROOF. The "if-part" is obvious. 
Conversely, let xEX and yEt/;--</>(x). Then, by 1.5.c, (x,y)=limt;(ux,uy;) where 
uy; E utf;---</>(ux) = t[;.,._</>(x). After passing to a suitable subnet let p = limt;u EM . Then it follows 
that 
y = limt;uy; Ep o utf;--</>(x) and px = x . 
For v E J with vp = p we have v E lx and 
y Ep o utf;+--</>(x) =po up- 1uptf;--</>(x)<.: v o uptf;--</>(x)<.: v o utf;--</>(px) = v o utf;--</>(x). 
So y Ev o utf;--</>(x) C lx o utf;--</>(x) . D 
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1.7. REMARK. Let cp: <X-61J be a homomorphism of ttgs with 6lJ minimal and 'X having a dense sub-
set of almost periodic points. Then cf, is semi-open (i.e., for every nonempty open Uc;:; X , cp[U] 
has a nonempty interior in Y ). 
PROOF. The remark is well known for 'X minimal. Let 'X have a dense subset of almost periodic 
points and let Uc;:; X be open and nonempty. Then Un Z =I= 0 for some minimal orbit closure 
Z in X . As 4,[U n Z] has a nonempty interior in Y the remark follows. D 
For the following denote by (ucp----(z)f the cartesian n-power of ucp-(z); and by 2J; the "relativ-
ized hyper ttg", defined as a subttg of 2~ by 
2/: = {A E 2x I <J>[A] is a singleton}. 
The simple proof of the following lemma is left to the reader. 
1.8. LEMMA. Let cp: ix-2: be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) cp is n-Bc iff R; = clxn [T. (ucp<---(z )t] for every z E Z and every u E Jz . 
b) If cp is n-Bc for all n EN, then for every z E Z and every u E Jz the set 
LJ {t{x1, ... , Xn} IX; E ucp.--(z), n EN, t E T}c;:; 2f 
is dense in 2f . D 
1.9. THEOREM. Let cp: ix-2: be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
a) cf, is a RIC extension; 
b) cf, ..l 1{I for every proximal extension 1{I: 6lJ - 2: of minimal ttgs; 
c) cf> and 1{I satisfy gBc for every 1{I: 6lJ - 2: with 6lJ having a dense subset of almost periodic 
points; 
d) cf> is open and n-Bc for every n EN. 
PROOF. a and b are equivalent by [G 76] X.1.3 .. 
a • c Let U X V n R <t,,i, be a nonempty (basic) open set in R <t,,i, • As cf, is open and 1{I is 
semi-open (1.7.), W:=1{1[1{1,___cp[U]nV] 0 is a nonempty open subset of Z and c/>[U']=l{l[V'], 
where U':= Uncp-[W] and V':= Vnl{l-[W]. 
Let y E V' be an almost periodic point, say y = vy for certain v E J , and let x E U' n cp,___l{l(vy) . 
As cp is RIC, xEvovcp,___l{l(vy) so x=limt;VX; forsomenet t;-v and vx;Ecp....-l{l(vy).Hence 
(x ,y) = lim t; (vx;, vy) and for certain i 0 
Consequently, R <1>,J, has a dense subset of almost periodic points. 
c • d Follows by induction from the observation that R; + 1 ~ R q, 11 , where T/: ~;- 2: is the 
restriction of c/>n : xn - zn . 
d • a Let z E Z and u E Jz . By 1.8.b, there are sets t; { x\ , ... , x~; } with xJ E ucp.-(z) 
which in 2f converge to c/>,___(z) . As 
t;{x\, ... , x~} = t;u{x\, ... , x~ }C t;u oucf>....-(z), 
I I 
it follows that 
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where p = limt;u EM (after passing to a suitable subnet). 
But, clearly, p o u q,--(z) c_: cJ,"-(pz) , so z = pz and z = up - I z . By openness of q, we know that 
q,--(z) = up- 1 o q,--(z) , so 
q,<-(z) = up - Io cp+-(z) c_: up - Io p o u cp+-(z) = u o u cp<-(z) . 
Obviously, u o ucp .... (z) c_: cp<-(z) , which shows that cp--(z) = u o ucp .... (z) . D 
There are several ways to study the equicontinuous structure relation for Be extensions: 
(i) Elementary, using some trickery with syndetic sets and the uniform structure. In [B 73] thm 3, it 
was proven that E.p = Q.p for open Be extensions cp of minimal ttgs, so certainly for RIC exten-
sions. A suitable "shadow diagram" ([EGS 751) finishes the general Be case. 
(ii) Using our knowledge about (open) RIM extensions ([M 78], [Wo 801) and a(nother) shadow 
diagram ([G 751). 
(iii) The method of the i5-topologies ([F 63], [E 67], [EGS 75] and [V 771). 
With help of the i5-topologies one tries to imitate the properties of a compact group action. We shall 
briefly describe the i5-topologies and some of the properties, resulting in a first description of the 
equicontinuous structure relation (1.16., 1.17.). Our approach will be based upon [V 77] which will also 
serve as a general reference. 
First we shall specify a certain neighbourhood base at U in M (for the usual topology). 
Let V beasubsetof T such that uEintsTclsT[V],andlet h(V):=clsT[V]nM. Thendefine 
V(u):= {t ET I tu E intMh(V)}. 
Clearly, V(u) is open in T , but in general V and V(u) do not coincide. However, the collection 
of subsets V of T for which V and V(u) are the same can be used to define a neighbourhood 
base for u in M , as follows. 
1.10. LEMMA. The collection {h(V) I V = V(u)c_: T, u E intsTclsT[V]} forms a neighbourhood base for 
u ~ M. • 
Let ~ be a ttg. We shall define a topology ij(~,u) on uX = {x EX I ux = x} by specifying a 
neighbourhood base for every x = ux in uX . So let x E uX . A typical neighbourhood of x in 
(uX, i5(~,u)) will be a set of the form 
[ U, V] n uX with [ U, V]: = U { t - 1 U I t E V} , 
where U is a neighbourhood of x in X (usual topology) and V is an open subset of T such 
that u E intsTclsT[V] and V = V(u). 
The union of those neighbourhood bases forms a base for the i5 (~, u) topology on uX . 
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1.1 1. PROPERTIES. 
a) The ~ (~, u) topology can be defined by the closure operator A ...... u (u o A) (A k uX ). 
b) ( uX, ~ (~, u)) is a compact TI topologi.cal space; 
c) "A.a : x 1-+ ax : (uX, ~ (~, u ))-(uX, ~ (~, u )) is a homeomorphism for every a E uM ; 
d) Av : x 1-+ vx : (uX, ~ (~, u ))-(vX, ~ (~, v )) is a homeomorphism for every v E J . • 
A special case is (uM,iH~,u)). With the ~(~,u) topology uM is a group with a compact T1 
underlying space and not only the left translations are homeomorphisms (1.11.b) but also the right 
translations and the inversion are. This space (uM,~(~,u)) is some sort of prototype for the~ topo-
logies; i.e., we can consider the ~ topologies as quotients of the ~ (~, u) topology. 
1.12. 1HEOREM. Let cf,: ~- ~ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and define the map cf,u by 
Then 
a) cpu is a homeomorphism ifJ cf, is proximal; 
b) cf,u is a closed continuous surjection; 
c) cpu is open. 
PROOF. 
a) [V 77] 2.5.8 .. 
b) [V 77] 2.5.7 .. 
c) It is well known (e.g. [G 76] X.3.2.) that there are proximal maps a and -r and a RIC exten-
sion cf,' such that -rocf,' = cpoa (EGS diagram). From a) it follows that it suffices to show that cp'u is 
~-open; or better, it follows that we only have to prove the statement for RIC extensions. 
Let cf, be a RIC extension, x E uX and let [ U, V] n uX be an ~ (~. u) neighbourhood of X in 
uX with V = V(u) open in T and U is a neighbourhood of X in X . As cf, is open, it will 
follow that cpu is open. First note that 
cf,u [[U, V]n uX] k cp[[U, V]]n cp[uX] = [cf,[U], V] n uY . 
Let y = uy E [ct,[U], V]n uY, then y = cp(t- 1x') for some t EV and x'E U. As cf, is RIC we 
have z:=t- 1x'Ecp ..... (y)=uoucp ..... (y). Let {t;}; beanetin T with t;-u andlet x;Eucp---(y) 
be such that z = lim t; x; . Since left multiplication with t is a homeomorphism we have 
tt;x; - tz = x' and tt; - tu , hence tt; u - tu . Ast E V = V(u) we have tu E intM(clsr[V] n M) , 
so tt; u E intM(clsr[V] n M) eventually, hence tt; E V(u) = V eventually. Also tt;X; E U eventu-
ally, so we can find some i 0 such that tt;0x;0 E U and tt;0 E V . This shows that 
so x;0 E[U,V]nuct, ..... (y). Hence x;0 E[U,V]nuX, while cf,(x;0)=y and so it follows that 
y E "'" [[ U, V] n uX] , which implies 
cf,u [[U, V]n uX] = [ct,[U], V]n uY 
in case cf, is a RIC extension. D 
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As every minimal ttg X is a factor of ~, it follows from 1.12. that (uX,~(X,u)) is an open, 
closed and continuous image of (uM,~(~,u)). So (uM,~(~,u)) plays a central role in the obser-
vations about ~-topologies. 
Let X be a minimal ttg, x 0 = ux 0 E X . Then define the Ellis group @(X,x 0) of X with respect to 
x 0 by 
@(X,xo) = {a E uM I axo = xo} ( = uM n p_;;;(x 0)). 
Clearly, @(X,x 0) is a subgroup of uM . As Px 0 : a 1->ax 0 : ~-X is a homomorphism of minimal 
ttgsand (uX,~(X,u)) isT1 ,itfollowsfrom 1.12.bthat @(X,x 0) is ~(~,u)-closed. 
Note that, by 1.12.a, <j>: x-61! is proximal iff @(X,ux 0) = @(6Jj, <j>(ux 0)). 
On the other hand, if F is an ~ (~, u) -closed subgroup of uM , then there exists a minimal ttg 
m: (F) defined by 
such that F = @(fil (F), u o F) , i.e., F is the Ellis group of fil (F) with respect to u o F . 
1. 13. The ttg fil (F) is the universal minimal proximal extension of every minimal ttg X with Ellis 
group F. So let x 0 = ux 0 E X be such that @(X,x 0) = F, then a:p 0F1->px0 : fil(F)-X is the 
maximally proximal extension of X . 
Note that every e:xtension t/;: 61!- fil (F) is a RIC extension (use 1.9.b and the universality of fil (F) ). 
Let </>: x- 61J be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, x E uX , y = </> (x) and F = @(6?! ,y) . Then 
u<j>-(y) = Fx. Let % denote the ~(X,u) neighbourhood system of x in Fx . Define ([V 77]) 
E(x):=E(x,<j>,u)= n{clrH~.u)U I UE%}. 
For Py : p 1--> py : '~- 61J we have H(F): = E (u, Py , u) is the smallest ~ (~, u )-closed normal sub-
group K of F such that F/K is a CT2 topological group. 
By 1. 12., it follows easily that E (x) = H(F)x . It turns out that { E (x ') I x' E Fx} forms a partition 
of u<j>~(x) and that F/H(F) acts on it as a CT2 topological group. This is what we meant with imi-
tating the compact group action (discussion after 1.9.). Paraphrazed we may say that in H(F)x we 
collect all the non-equicontinuous garbage for </> in u </>._(y) , which might be illustrated by the follow-
ing theorem ([E 73] 5.4., 6.3.). 
1.14. THEOREM. Let <j>: X-6?! be a Be extension of minimal ttgs, x E uX and F = @(6ll,<j>(x)). 
Then E,p[x] = J ,p(xJH(F)x (and so @(~E,p,E,p[x]) = H(F).@(X,x) ). • 
The next lemma is a slightly modified version of the crucial idea in [V 77]. 
1.15. LEMMA. Let </>: x- 61! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, x E uX , F = @(6?!, </> (x )) , and 
denote by % the collection of ~(X,u) neighbourhoods of x in u</>-</>(x) = Fx. Then 
u o Fx n J H(F)x ~ u o U for every U E % . 
PROOF. Let U be an open ~ (X, u) heighbourhood of x in Fx . Then O : = {f E F I f x E U } is 
-I 
an ~ (~, u) ope:n neighbourhood of u in F , so O n O is an ~ (~, u) neighbourhood of u in 
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F, hence V:=(ono )x is an open ~(~,u) neighbourhood of x in Fx and VCU. Note 
that V is symmetric in the sense that for f E F we have fx EV iff f- 1x EV , and remark that 
clg:c~.u>V is symmetric too. 
Define A : = intm~. u >elm~. u > V in the relative ~ (~, u )-topology on Fx . We claim that 
{A} U {gV I g E F and gx ¢ clg:(~.u)V} 
is an ~ (~, u )-open covering of Fx . As follows: 
Let f E F be such that fx ¢ A ; i.e., 
fx E Fx \A = clg:(~.u)(Fx \ clg:(~.u)V). 
So we_ can find a net {/;x}; with f;x EFx \clg:(~.u)V such that f;x • Jx in the ~(~,u)-
topology. Since 
"'A1 - 1: (Fx, ~(~,u)) • (Fx, ~(~,u)) 
is a homeomorphism, f- 1/;x • X in the ~(~,u)-topology. As VE~ , there is an i0 with 
f- 1f; 0x EV and by symmetry of V , f;; 1Jx EV . Hence fx Ef;l , where /;0 E F is such that 
f; 0x E Fx \ clm~.ul , which establishes our claim. 
By compactness, there are finitely many g; E F with g;x ¢ clm~.u)V , say g 1, .•. ,gn , such that 
Fx CA U LJ {g; V I i E {I, ... , n } }. 
As { A } U {g; V I i E { 1, ... , n } } is a finite collection it follows that 
u o Fx = u o (A U LJ {g; V I i E 1, ... , n } } ) = = u o A U LJ { u o g; V I i E { 1, ... , n } } . 
Now let x'EJH(F)xnuoFx ,say x'=vpx for some vEJ and pEH(F). We shall prove that 
x' = vpx ¢ u o g; V for every i E { 1, ... , n } . It then follows that 
x'EuoA (;;uoclm~.u>V =uou(uoV)(;;uoV, 
which proves the theorem. Suppose vpx E u o g; V , then 
x = ux = up- 1vpx E up- 1(u og; V)C = up- 1(u o upup- 1g; V)C 
C u(up- 1 o up o up- 1g; V) = u(u o up- 1g; V) = clm~.u>up- 1g; V . 
As H(F) is a normal subgroup of F and g; E F we can find q E H(F) such that up- 1g; = g; q , 
so 
But clg:c~.u>H(F)V C clg:c~.u>V . For, let v EV then VE~ , so E(v)C clg:c~.u>V for every 
v EV ; as E(v) = H(F)v , H(F)V C clg:c~.u)V and consequently, clg:(~.u)H(F)V C clg:c~.u)V . 
This shows that x Eg;clg:c~.u)V and so g;- 1x Eclg:c~.u)V. By symmetry of clg:c~.u)V, 
g;x E clg:c~.u>V , which contradicts the choice of g; . • 
IO 
Now we are ready for the main theorem of this section. 
1.16. THEOREM. Let q,: 'X-61! be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, x E uX and F = @(611,q,(x)). 
a) If q, isaRICextensionthen E.p[x](:uoU for every UE~ ([V77]2.6.l.). 
b) If q, isaBcextensionthen E.p[x]CJx,oU for every x'Eq,.,_q,(x) and every UE~. 
PROOF. As the proof of a) is similar to that of b), we just prove b). 
b) Let UE:~ and let x'Ecf,.,_q,(x)=q,.,_q,(x'). By 1.6., q,.,_cf,(x)=Jx,ouq,.,_q,(x); so from 
1.14. it follows that 
E.p[x]CJx,oFx nJ<P<x>H(F)x. 
Let zEE.p[x],say zEvoFxnJH(F)x forcertain vEJx'· Notethat 
v o Fx = v o uvFx C vu o vFx = v o vFx = v o vuFx C v o uFx = v o Fx , 
so v o Fx = v o vFx = v o vFvx and z E v o vFvx n Jv H(F)vx . Applying 1.14. to vx it follows that 
v o vFx n Jv H(F)vx C v o vU . 
As v o vU = v o uU = v o U (similar to v o Fx = v o vFx ), we may conclude that 
zEvoFxnJH(F)x =vovFxnJvH(F)vx(:vovU =voU. 
Consequently E~,[x]CJx,oU. 
1.17. COROLLARY. Let q,: 'X- 611 be a Be extension. Then E <P = Q <P . 
• 
PROOF. Let x EX , and u E lx . By 1.16.b with x' = x we know that E <P [x] C Jx o U for every 
U E ~ . Let aE 6lLx and let U be a neighbourhood of x in X (usual topology) such that 
U X UC a. By 1.10., there is a V = V(u) open in T such that Vx CU . Define 
V: = [U, V]n u~~-q,(x). Then 
As, clearly, {x }>< V C v- 1.(Vx X Un R.p)C Tan R.p, it follows that 
{x}X E.p[x]Clx o({x}X V)C TanR.p. 
Since aE6lLx wasarbitrary,wehave {x}XE.p[x]CQ.p,so E.p[x]CQ.p[x]. 
But x and u E lx were arbitrary in whole discussion up to now, so it follows that E.p = Q.p. • 
We can do better than the corollary above as will be shown in 3.7 .. 
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2. RELA TIVIZED WEAK DISJOINTNESS 
In this section we relate weak disjointness of maps and that of their maximally almost periodic factors. 
For that we need to keep control over open sets, which can be done by means of a fair amount of 
openness in the maps involved. 
2.1. LEMMA. Consider the next commutative diagram of surjective homomorphisms of ttgs: 
IC 
~----ex ~ 
~lo/ 
and let 11: R4>.,,-z be the obvious map ( 11(x ,y) = cf>(x) = tf;(y) ). 
a) If cf> or if; is open and if; or cf> is semi-open then 11 is semi-open, and for every nonempty 
open W C R 4>¥' there are open sets U and V in X and Y with 
0 =/= U X V n R 4>¥' C W and cf> [ U] = if; [V] . 
b) If 11 and IC are semi-open then 1CX idy: R4>.,,-+R9.,, is semi-open. 
PROOF. 
a) Without loss of generality let if; be open and cf> semi-open and let WC RH be a nonempty 
open set in R4>.,,. Let U' and V' be open in X and Y such that 0 =/= U'X V'n RHC W . 
Then U'nc/><-tf;[V'] is nonempty and open so by semi-openness of cf>, O:=cf>[U'nct><-tf;[V']]0 is 
nonempty and open. define U : = U' n cf> .... [ 0] and V : = V' n if; .... [ 0] . Then as is easily seen, 
(i) OCc/>[U']nt[;[V']C11[W],so 11 issemi-open; 
(ii) 0 =/= U X V n R4>,,,C W and c/>[U] = tf;[V] = 0 . 
which proves a). 
b) Let W be nonempty and open in R4>.,, and let U and V be as in a). Semi-openness of 
IC implies 1C[U] 0 =/=0 and as cf>[U]=t[;[V] it follows that 1C[U]0 XVnR 8 .,,=!=0; hence 
IC X idy is semi-open. • 
In the following remark we collect some situations in which 11 is semi-open and that are useful for our 
purposes. So consider the next diagram: 
2.2. DIAGRAM. 
with ~ and ~ minimal and ~ not necessarily minimal. 
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2.3. REMARK. Consider diagram 2.2 .. In each of the following cases 1/: RH- Z is semi-open ( and, by 
minimality of 'X, also 1CX idy: R,p,/,-Ro,i, is semi-open). 
a) cp and 1" satisfy gBc; 
b) 1" is open; 
c) cp is open and Y has a dense subset of almost periodic points; 
d) cp is open, 1" is a RIM extension and Y has a dense subset of supprim points. 
PROOF. 
a, band care obvious from 1.7. (and 2.1.). 
d) As 1" is open in the supprim points, there is a dense subset of Y in which 1" is open, hence 
1" is semi-open. • 
2.4. TIIEOREM. Consider diagram 2.2. and let cp and 1" satisfy one of the conditions in 2.3.. If for 
every nonempty (basic) open set U X V n Rq,,i, there is an open set O = Eq,[U] in X such that 
0 =I= 0 X V n R,p,/,k T(U X V n R,p,/,) then cp_:_ tp ijJ (J-=-"'. 
PROOF. As ICX idy[Rq,,i,] = Ro,i,' cp_:_tp implies {}_:_tp. 
Conversely, suppose (J-=- 1". Let U X V n Rq,,i, be a nonempty (basic) open set in Rq,,i, and let 0 
be as in the assumption. Clearly, as IC .... IC [ 0] = 0 , IC [ 0] is open in X / E 4> and 
1C[U)X V n Ro,i, =I= 0 . So, by ergodicity of R 8,i,, T(1C[U)X V n Ro,i,) is dense in R 8,i,. As 
1CX idy is semi-open, (1CX idy) .... [T(1C[U)X VnR 8,i,)] is dense in Rq,,i,. Hence, as 
(ICX idy)--[T(IC[U)X VnRo,i,)] = T(UX VnRq,,i,)k T(UX VnRq,,i,)' 
it follows that Rq,,i, = T(U X V n RH). Consequently, RH is ergodic. • 
Now we shall look for situations in which the assumptions of 2.4. are satisfied. For that we need the 
following lemmas. 
2.5. LEMMA. Consider diagram 2.2. and suppose that one of the conditions in 2.3. is satisfied. If every 
nonempty (basic) open set U'X V'nRq,,i, contains a point (x,y) such that 
Eq,[x] X {y} k T(U'X V'n Rq,,i,) then the assumption in 2.4. is satisfied. 
PROOF. We shall show that for a nonempty (basic) open set U X V n RH with cp[U] = 1"[V] the set 
0 = Eq,[U]: = 1C .... [1C[U) 0 ] is such that 
0 x vnR<t>,i,k T(U x vn Rq,,i,). 
As one of the conditions in 2.3. is satisfied, the lemma follows. 
Let U and V be open in X and Y such that cp[U] = 1"[V], define O: = 1C .... [1C[U] 0 ) and remark 
that OX V n RH =I= 0 . Note that it is sufficient to show that for an arbitrary nonempty (basic) 
open subset U'X V'nRq,,i,k Ox VnR<t>,i, we have U'X V'n T(UX VnRq,,i,) =I= 0, as follows: 
By assumption, there is a point (x ,y) E U' X V' n R 4>"1 such that 
Eq,[x] X {y} k T(U'X V'n Rq,,i,). 
As U'k O = 1C .... [1C[U]0 ] there is an x'E U such that x E 1C .... 1C(x') = Eq,[x'], so x'E E</>[x]. But 
then 
(x',y)E u X V n Eq,[x] X {y} k u X V n T(U'X V'n Rq,,i,)' 
so ux VnT(U'X V'nRq,,i,)=I= 0 and U'X V'nT(UX vnRq,,i,)=I= 0. • 
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2.6. LEMMA. Consider diagram 2.2.. Suppose 1p is a RIM extension, Y has a dense subset of supprim 
points and q, and 1p satisfy one of the conditions in 2.3.. Then every nonempty (basic) open set 
UX VnR.,,.,, contains a point (x,y) such that E.,,[x] X {y}k T(UX VnR.,,,i,). 
PROOF. By 2.3. and 2.1.a, we may assume that q,[U] = 1p[V] • As the supprim points are dense in 
Y , there is a section A for q, and a y E V n supp A,i,(v > • Let x E U be such that q, (x) = 'P(y) . 
Then, by 1.2., 
E.,,[x] X {y} k E.,,[x] X (V n SUPPA,i,(v))k T({x} X V n R.,,,i,)k T(U X V n R.,,,,,). 
• 
2.7. LEMMA. Consider diagram 2.2.. Suppose q, is a RIC extension and let (x ,y) be an almost 
periodic point. If U X V n R .,,.,, is a basic open neighbourhood of (x ,y) in R .,,,,,_, then 
'E.,,[x] X {y}k T(UX vnR.,,,,,). 
PROOF. Let v E J be such that v (x ,y) = (x ,y) . By 1.10., there is an open set W = W ( v) in T 
such that Wy kV. Define U := [U, W]nvq,<-q,(x). Then U is an ~(CX,v) neighbourhood of 
x in vq,<-q,(x). Let x'E U , then x'E t- 1u for some t E W, so 
(x',y)E t- 1(U X ty n R.,,,,,)k t- 1(U X Wyn R.,,,i,)k T(U X V n R.,,,,,). 
Consequently, U X {y } k T ( U X V n R .,,.,,) and so, by 1.16.a, 
E.,,[x] X {y} k v o(U X {y })k T(U X Vn R.,,,i,). 
• 
2.8. THEOREM. Consider diagram 2.2 .. In each of the following cases we have q,....:....tp iJJ 0....:....1p: 
a) q, is a RIC extension, q, and 1p satisfy gBc (or equivalently, Y has a dense subset of almost 
periodic points); 
b) 1p is a RIM extension, Y has a dense subset of supprim points and one of the conditions in 
2.3. is satisfied. 
PROOF. 
a) Follows from 2.7., 2.5. and 2.4 .. 
b) Follows from 2.6., 2.5. and 2.4 .. • 
2.9. In order to prove 2.11., the Be version of 2.8. (thus generalizing [V 77] 2.6.3.), we consider a com-
mutative "double" diagram similar to the one constructed by VEECH in [V 77], as follows: 
Here H : = @(CX, x 0) and K : = @(2:, z 0) are the Ellis groups of CX and 2: with respect to 
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x 0 =ux0 and z 0 =uz0 , ql:~(H)-~(K) istheRICextensiondefinedby poHi-+poK, a and 
1J are the maximally proximal extensions of '?X. and ~ ( I. 13. ). Then the ttg y' is a subttg of 
6Y X ~ (K) defined by 
Y' = {(y,p oK) IY Ep o uip+--(zo)}, 
and the maps ifl: 6Y' - ~ (K) and 'T: 6Y' - 6Y are just the projections. 
The following facts are easily verified: 
(i) Y' is T-invariant and closed in Y X ~ (K) ; 
(ii) Y' has a dense subset of almost periodic points; 
(iii) 'T: 6Y' - 6Y is proximal and 'T is a surjection iff Y has a dense subset of almost periodic points. 
As a and 'T are proximal and cf, and cf,' are Be extensions, it follows from 1.14. (remark between 
parenthesis) that ~ is proximal. 
We shall need the following lemma about lifting of ergodicity. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let cp: '?X.-6Y be a surjective proximal homomorphism of ttgs and let '?X. have a dense 
subset of almost periodic points. Then '?X. is ergodic iff 6Y is ergodic. 
PROOF. Clearly, if '?X. is ergodic then 6Y is ergodic. 
Conversely, suppose that 6Y is ergodic. Let A C X with A = TA and A O =I= 0 and let 
-- -B : = X \A . Then B = TB and X = A U B . 
As cp(A JU cf,[B] = cf,[X] = Y , cp[A] or cp[B] must have a nonempty interior in Y, and so, by 
ergodicity of 6Y, cp[A] = Y or cf,[B] = Y . 
Suppose that cf, [A ] = Y . Let x E X be an almost periodic point. Then for some a E A , 
cp(a) = cp(x). As cf, is proximal, a and x are proximal and by almost periodicity of x we have 
that x E Ta C TA = A . Consequently, every almost periodic point in '?X. is in A , so X = A . 
Suppose that cf,[B] = Y then, similarly, it follows that X = B ; which contradicts the assumption of 
A 0 =/=0. 
Hence X = A and '?X. is ergodic. • 
2.11. THEOREM. Consider diagram 2.2. with cf, a Be extension and cf, and ip satisfying gBc. Then 
cp__:__ip iff (J__:__ip, 
PROOF. Construct the diagram in 2.9. and suppose that (J__:__ip. As (J' is a RIC extension (1.13.) and 
as 6Y' has a dense subset of almost periodic points, R fl't/1 has a dense subset of almost periodic points 
(1.9.). By 2.10., it follows from the proximality ~ X 'T that R fl't/1 is ergodic, so (J' __:__ if/ . As cf,' is a 
RIC extension (I. 13.) and as 6Y' has a dense subset of almost periodic points, cf,' and ip' satisfy gBc 
(1.9.). By2.8.a, cp'__:__ifl.Since aXT[Rt/>'t/l]=Rq,,i,,itfollowsthat cf,__:__ip. • 
A homomorphism of ttgs cf,: '?X.-~ is called n -weakly mixing iff Ri is ergodic. 
If cf, is 2-weakly mixing then cf, is just called weakly mixing. 
If cf, is n -weakly mixing for every n EN, then cf, is called totally weakly mixing. 
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2.12. IBEOREM. Let if>: ex-~ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs with E</> = R</>. 
a) If q> is n -Be then q> is n -weakly mixing. In particular, if if> is n -Be for every n E $ (e.g. 
if> is a RIC extension) then if> is totally weakly mixing. 
b) If if> is an open RIM extension then if> is totally weakly mixing. 
PROOF. Consider diagram 2.2. and note that E </> = R </> implies that 0 is an isomorphism. So, under 
the conditions in 2.8. and 2.11., we have if>_:_ if; iff 6?J is ergodic. We shall prove the statements by 
induction. 
a) First note that R; = R</> is ergodic (apply 2.11. to <t, and if>). Assume R; is ergodic for 
certain m with 2:;;;;; m < n . Then define if;: R; - Z as a restriction of q>m . By 2.11. and the 
observation that R o,i, ~ R; , it follows that RH is ergodic. So, as R; + 1 ~ RH , R; + 1 is 
ergodic. 
b) As ex is minimal, the supprim points are dense in X , so R</> is ergodic (apply 2.8.b to if> 
and if> ). Define if;: R; - Z as a restriction of q>m . Then Am is a section for if; ( A a section for 
if> ). As if> is open, one sees readily that if; is open and that the supprim points are dense in R; . 
Suppose R; is ergodic, then application of 2.8.b to if> and if; shows ergodicity of R;+ 1 • • 
2.13. We shall now turn to a generalization of [P 72] 6.11. and [M 78] 1.9.. Consider the next diagram 
of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs: 
ex/Eip ----61J/E,i, 015/J 
We are interested in the question whether or not 06.X,_:__ 0"!! implies if>_:_ if; (the other way around is 
obviously true). 
First we shall show that 06.X,_:__ 0"!! iff 0-x, ..l 0"!! • 
2.14. LEMMA. Let if>: ex- 6?J be a surjective homomorphism of ttgs. Let X' <:;;; X be a closed invariant 
subset of X such that 
(i) !/>[X'] == Y , 
(ii) !/>IX': X' - Y is open. 
If ex is ergodic then X = Qip[X']. 
PROOF. Let x EX and let x'E X' be such that if>(x') = if>(x). As ex is ergodic it follows that 
x'E Ta(x) for every aE 62ix ; so for every aE 62ix we have a(x')n Ta(x) =I= 0 . For aE 62ix 
let XaE a(x) and taE T be such that taXaE a(x'). Then Xa-X and taXa-x'; so 
taif>(xa)-if>(x'). As if>IX' is open, there are x~E X' with if>(x~) = if>(xa) such that tax~-x'. 
Let for a suitable subnet z =Iimx~. Then zEX' and (x,z)EQip- Hence xEQip[z] and so 
• 
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2.15. THEOREM. Let cf>: 'X-611 be an almost periodic extension with 'X ergodic and 611 minimal. Then 
'X is minimal. 
PROOF. Let X' be a minimal subset of X. As cf>lx' is almost periodic, cf>IX' is open. From 2.14. it 
follows that X == Q,p[X']. As cf> is almost periodic, Q,p = Ax , so X = X'. • 
2.16. As ()'X and 86!! are almost periodic extensions, ()'XX ()6!!: '3to,,JJ,~ - 2: is almost periodic too. By 
minimality of 2: and 2.15., it follows that ()'X__:_ 86!! implies ()'X J_ ()6!! . The other way around is trivial. 
Note that with little extra effort ([AW 81]) one can prove the following 
THEOREM. Let cf> and if; be HPI extensions of minimal tigs such that cf> and if; satisfy gBc, then 
cf>__:_ if; iff ,cj, J_ if; . In particular this holds for distal maps cf> and if; . 
2.17. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 2.13 .. In each of the following cases we have cf>__:_ if; iff ()'X~ ()6!! 
iff ()'X J_ ()6!! . 
a) cf> is a Be extension and cf> and if; satisfy gBc; 
b) cf> is a RIM extension and cf> and if; satisfy gBc; 
c) cf> is a RIM extension and cf> or if; is open. 
PROOF. Consider diagram 2.13 .. As almost periodic extensions of minimal ttgs are open RIM exten-
sions, it follows from 2.8.b that ()'X__:_ if; iff ()'X__:_ ()6!! iff cf>__:_ ()6!! . 
a) Assume ()'X __:_ ()"!J • Then, by the above, ()'X __:_ if; . Hence, by 2.11., cf>__:_ if; . 
b) and c) Assume ()'X __:_ ()6!! . Then, by the above, ()"!J __:_ cf> • As cf> and i/; satisfy one of the con-
ditions in 2.3., it follows that if;__:_ cf> (apply 2.8.b with cf> and if; interchanged). D 
2.18. COROLLARY. Let cf>: cx-2: be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs with E,p = R,p. If cf> is a RIC 
extension or an open RIM extension then cf> is weakly disjoint from every homomorphism 
if;: 611- 2: of minimal ttgs. 
PROOF. As E,p == R,p implies () to be an isomorphism, this follows immediately from 2.8.a or 2.17.c.D 
3. A VARIATION ON REGIONAL PROXIMALITY 
In studying the equicontinuous structure of a ttg, the notion of the regionally proximal relation is fun-
damental. It expresses how far the ttg is from being equicontinuous ((uniform) almost periodic). For a 
deeper understanding of the bad behavior of certain points that keep the ttg from being equicontinu-
ous, we need a more detailed knowledge of how the regionally proximal relation is produced and why 
transitivity occurs in the standard cases in which it does. 
Let us recall that the regional proximal relation Q'X is the set of points in XX X , such that there 
exist nets (x; ,y;)-(x,y) in XX X and {t;}; in T such that t;(X; ,y;)-(z,z) for some 
z E X . Here all that is required is the existence of such a net { (x; ,y;)}; without regarding the way 
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it approaches (x ,y) . Thus there might be "few" such nets for one pair in Q~ and "many" for an 
other pair, which results in a difference in dynamical behavior of the pairs. It is difficult to define the 
notion of "few" or "many". Eventhough, intuitively, the abundance of nets (x; ,y;) approaching 
(x ,y) in a regionally proximal way should be clear to the reader; which, roughly speaking, means that 
in every direction there is such a net. 
Now with the above discussion in mind, the meaning of the following notion is clear. 
First a rough description. Let x and y be elements of the ttg ~ . we say that (x ,y) is a sharply 
regionally proximal pair iff for every net { (x; ,y;) }; tending to (x ,y) there is a net {(xi iY D }; 
which is suitably close to the original net but which has the property that there are t; E T such that 
t; (xi iY i )-(z, z) for some z EX . Therefore, the net { (x; ,y; )}; provides a direction and 
{(xi ,y D}; is the one that makes the pair (x ,y) regionally proximal and that follows the direction if 
it is suitably close. Clearly, this notion has a relativized version, that is defined for a homomorphism 
cf>: ~-6!j of ttgs. Now, the rigourous definition follows. 
Let cf>: ~-6!j be a homomorphism of ttgs. We say that (x 1 ,x 2)E R</> is a sharply regionally proxi-
mal pair iff given some net {(x\ ,x~)}; in R</> converging to (x 1 ,x 2) and given neighbourhoods 
U; of (x\ ,x~) in R<P, there exist (after passing to suitable subnets) t; in T and (x~ ,x~)E U; 
such that t;(x~,x~)-(z,z) forsome zEX. 
Denote the collection of sharply regionally proximal pairs for cf> by Q: . 
The following remark is another way to formulate the notion of sharp regional proximality. The proof 
is straightforward, thus omitted. 
3.1. REMARK. Let cf>: ~-6!j be a homomorphism ofttgs. Then 
Q: = n{intR,i,<TanR<t>)laE6b.x}-
• 
3.2. EXAMPLES. Let cf>: ~-6!j be a homomorphism of ttgs. 
a) P <Pk Q: <;;,_ Q</>; so if cf> is proximal, R</> = P </> = Q: = Q</> = E</>. 
b) If cf> is weakly mixing then R</> = Q: = Q</> = E</>. 
c) If cf> is almost periodic then ~x = E</> = Q</> = Q: = P </>. • 
The following example shows that there are minimal ttgs for which Q ¥= Q # • Moreover, it shows 
that if cf> and V' are homomorphisms of minimal ttgs with Q </> = Q: and Q ,i, = Q f then Q ,i,.<1> 
and Qf.<1> may be different from each other. 
3.3. EXAMPLE. Let 6!j be the fourfold covering of the minimal proximal rotation. Then 
#. Q"ll ¥= Q"ll =I= E"ll. 
PROOF. Let T be the free group on two generators. Let X be the circle, define a : X - X by 
a(x)=x+a (a irrational)anddefine b:x-x by b(x)=x2 • Then a and b arehomeomor-
phisms of X , and ~ is a minimal proximal ttg for T(a, b) , the minimal proximal rotation. Let 
Y be the circle and define the map c : Y - Y by c (y): = y + ¼a and d : Y - Y by 
d(y):=¼k+4(y-¼k)2 whenever ko;;;;;4y<k+1 (kE{0,1,2,3}). Define the ttg 
6!j: = <T(c,d), Y> and let cf>: 61J-~ be defined as ct,(y) = 4y (mod l). Then 61J (or better cf>) is 
the fourfold covering of ~ . 
Note that P~ = Ql = Q~ = E~ =XX X ; and that cf> is almost periodic, so that 
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P,i,=Q: =Q,i,=E,i,=Lly. 
Obviously, ~ does not admit nontrivial almost periodic factors, in other words E "ll = Y X Y . As c 
preserves distances, it is not difficult to see that (y ,y ') E Q "ll iff the distance (mod 1) between y and 
y' is smaller then or equal to ¼. So Q "ll =/:- E "ll • 
If the distance between y and y' equals ¼, then we can approach (y ,y ') with pairs with a distance 
greater then¼ (from the outside), which shows that (y,y')ll Qf . So Q"ll =/:- Qf . • 
An indication of the power of sharp regional proximality is given in the following theorem, which hints 
at regional proximality of second order as will be discussed in section 4. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let cf,: c:x.-~ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. 
a) Let (x 1 ,x2)E R,i,. If T(x1 ,x2)n Q: =/:- 0 then we have (xi ,x2)E Q: , and so 
T(x1 ,x2)C Q: C Q,i,. 
In particular, if Q,i, = Q: then Q,i, contains the orbit closures that have a nonempty intersec-
tion with Q ,p . 
b) Let (x 1,x2)EQ: and/et {(x;i,x~)}; be a net in R,i, convergingto (xi,x2). Choose 
{t;}; in T and(forasuitablesubnet)let (zi,z 2)=Iimt;(xLx~). Then (zi,z 2)EQ,i,, 
c) If J.Q: C Q: (e.g. Q: is closed, in particular if Q,i, = Q: ) then 
Q: oP,i,=P,i,oQ: =Q:. 
PROOF. 
a) If T(xi ,x2)n Q: =/:- 0 then T(x 1 ,x2)n intR.,,(Tan R,i,) =/:- 0 for every aE 6l1x , and so 
T(xi ,x2)n intR.,,(Tan R,i,) =/:- 0 . But then it follows that (xi ,x2)E intR.,,(Tan R,i,) for every 
aE6l1x and,consequently, (xi,x2)EQ:. 
b) Let aE 6l1x . As (xi ,x2)E intR.,,(TanR,i,), there is an i(a) such that 
(x\ ,x~)E intR.,,(Tan R,i,) for every i ;;;a,, i(a). But then, also, t;(x\ ,x~)E intR.,,(TanR,i,) for every 
i ;;;a,, i(a) and so 
(zi,z 2)=limt;(x\ ,x~)E TanR,i,. 
As a was arbitrary it follows that 
(z1 ,z2) E n {Tan R,p I aE 6l1x} = Q,p. 
c)Let (x 1,x2)EP,i, and (x 2,x3)EQ:. Let I be a minimal left ideal in Sr such that 
pxi = px2 for every p EI and let v E Jxi/). Then 
v(x1 ,x3) = (vx1 ,x3) = (vx2,x3) = v(x2 ,x3)E J.Q: C Q: 
By a, it follows that (xi ,x3)E Q: . Hence Q: oP ,i,C Q: . Clearly, Q: C Q: oP ,p, so 
Q: oP ,p = Q: . In a similar way it follows that P ,i,oQ: = Q: . • 
Before we can use some results of the preceeding section in order to understand the equality 
E ,i, = Q ,i, = Q: , we need the following lemma. 
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3.5. LEMMA. Let cf,: ex- 6ll be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let K: ex- CX/ E </> be the quotient 
map and 0: X/ E </> - 6ll the maximal almost periodic factor of cf, . Denote the collection of 
nonempty open sets in X/E,t, by 0. Then 
PROOF. Let U E 0 and (x 1 ,x 2)E E<t>. Then for some t ET we have tK(x 1) = tK(x 2)E U and so 
(x1 ,Xz)E K,-[t- 1U] X K<--[t- 1 U] n Rq,s T(K<--[U] X K+--[U] n Rq,). 
Hence 
On the other hand, 
K X K [ n { T(K<--[ U] X K<--[ U] n R q,) I U E 0}] C n { T(K X K (K<--[ U] X K<--[ U] n R q,) I U E 0} C 
C n {T(U XU n Rep) I U E 0} = Qe = D..x/E,p. 
So n {T(K<--[U] X K<--[U] n Rq,) I U E 0} C (K X K)---[D..x/E.pl = Eq,. D 
3.6. TIIEOREM. Let cf,: X-6ll be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let K: X-X/Ecp be the quo-
tient map and 0: CX/ E </> - 61! the maximal almost periodic factor of cf, . Then the following state-
ments are equivalent: 
a) E<t> = Q<t> = Q: ; 
b) for every a E "l1x there is a nonempty open set V in X such that V = E </> [ V] and 
VX VnR,t,C TanR<t>; 
c) for every open set U in X there is a nonempty open set V in X such that V = E </> [ VJ 
and V X V n R </> C T ( u X u n R q,) . 
PROOF. 
b = c As ,ex, is minimal, T( U X U) is an open set containing the diagonal for every open U 
in X. Hence a:= T(UX U)E"l1x. 
c = b For every a E "l1x there is a /3 E "l1x with /3 = 13- 1 and /32 C a . Then 
/3(x)X/3(x)nRcpsanR</> for every xEX and so there is a nonempty open U in X with 
T(U X u n Rq,)C Tan Rq,. 
b = a Let a E "l1x . By assumption, there 1s a nonempty open set V m X with 
V = Eq,[V] = K,_K[V] and V X V n R,t,C Tan R,t,. As K[V] is open in X/E,t, it follows from 1.5. 
that 
So E,t,CT(VX VnRcp)CT.TanR,t,=TanR<t> and as T(VX VnR,t,) is an open set m R,t,, 
E,t,C intR/Tan Rq,). As aE "l1x was arbitrary, it follows that E,t,C Q: C Q,t,C E<t>. 
a= b Let CV be the collection of nonempty open sets V in X with V = Eq,[V]. Suppose 
there is an a E 6ll~x with 
for every V E CV . 
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Define 
X(V)= T(VX vnR.,,)\intR/TanRq,)' 
then X( V) is closed and nonempty for every V E 'Y. As 'Y is closed under finite intersections and 
invariant under T , it follows that {X(V) I VE 'Y} has the finite intersection property. Hence 
n = = n {x<v> 1 v E 'Y} =1= 0 . 
By 1.5., H C E <I> ~nd by construction H n Q f = 0 , which contradicts assumption a. • 
3.7. 1HEOREM. If q,: CX-G]j is an open RIM extension or a Be extension then E<t> = Q.,, = Q: 
PROOf. First we shall show that E<t> = Q.,, = Qf if ct, and q, satisfy the conditions in lemma 2.5 .. 
As follows: 
Let U be a nonempty open set in X . By 2.5., there is a nonempty open set O with O = E <I> [ OJ 
such that U = ,c+-[,c[U]0 ] (for ct,[U] = q,[U]) and 
0 =/= Ox UnR.,,c;T(UX UnR.,,). 
Again by 2.5. and by the facts that ct,[0] = ct,[0 n U] and O = ,c+-[,c[O n U] 0 ] it follows that 
0 =I= Ox OnR.,,c;T(Ox UnR.,,). 
Hence Ox On R.,,c; T(U x Un R.,,) and the theorem follows from 3.6 .. 
By 2.6., we know already that an open RIM extension "satisfies" the conditions in lemma 2.5., which 
proves the theorem for the open RIM case. 
Suppose that q, is a Be extension. Let U I X U 2 n R.,, be a nonempty (basic) open set in R.,, and let 
(x 1 ,x 2)E U 1X U2 nR.,, be an almost periodic point; say (x 1 ,x2) = u(x 1 ,x2) for some u EJ. We 
shall show that 
Let V be an open set in T with V = V(u) and 
U: = [U 1, V]n uq,+-q,(x 1), then U is an ~('X, u)-neighbourhood of x 1 
an arbitrary x'E U ; say x' = t- 1z for some t EV 
(x',x 2) = r 1(z ,tx2)E T(U 1 X U2), so (x',x2)E T(U 1 X U2n R.,,). Hence 
(1.10.). Define 
in uq,-cp(x 1) • Consider 
and z E U 1 . Then 
Therefore ct, and q, satisfy the conditions in lemma 2.5 .. This proves the Be case. • 
3.8. The truth of 3.7. is the consequence of certain incompressibilities. As those incompressibilities are 
preserved under factors, it is natural to ask whether the property E.,, = Q.,, = Qf is preserved under 
factors too. To that end we consider the following diagram of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs: 
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cf> 
~ ------~ 
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3.9. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.8 .. If i[I is open then Qc/> = Qt implies Q8 = Qf . 
· In particular, if i[I is open then Ee/>= Qc/> = Qt implies .£9 = Q9 = Qf . 
PROOF. If 1/J is open then 1/J X 1/J IR.,,: R cf> - R 8 is an open homomorphism of ttgs. For 
i[IX"i[l:Xxx-zxz is open and Rc/>=(it,Xt[l) ..... [R 8]. Let aEGliz; then there is a /3EGl!x 
such that 1/J X 1/J [/31 C a , hence 
T. o/ X t/J[/3n Ref>]<;: Tan R9. 
Since Q8 = it, X 1/J[Qc/>] ([MW 80] 3.2.), we have, assuming that !RQf = Qt 
Q9 = o/ X 1/J[Qt 1 Co/ X t[l[intR.,,(T {3n Ref>)]. 
As 1/J X 1/JIR is open 
.,, 
Hence it follows that 
Q8<;:; intRoCTi/J x t[l(/3n R<1>DC intRo<Tan R 8). 
As aE Gllz was arbitrary, it follows that Q9<;;,; Qf ; so Q9 = Qf . 
(In particular, if £4> = Qc/> then, by [MW 80] 3.2., 3.3., it follows that £ 8 = Q8 .) • 
3.10. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.8.. If Qc/> = (t/1 X t[l) ..... [Q9] then Q</> = Q: implies 
Q9= Qf · 
PROOF. Let /3E Gllz and let aE Gltx be such that it, X 1/J[a]<;: /3. Then 
1/J X 1/J[Tan R4>]C Ti[I X 1/J[a]n R9<;;,; T{3n R9. 
Suppose Q cf> = Q: then 
Qc/>C intR.,,(TanR</>) = R</> \ cIR.,,(Rc/> \ (TanR4>)). 
As Qc/> = (t/1 X i[l)"-Q 8 = (i[I X t/J) ..... (1/J X t[l)[Q<I>] it follows that 
Q9 = o/ X t/J[Q4>] <;,; o/ X t[l[R4>] \ o/ X i[l[clR.,,(R<I> \ (Tan Ref,))] C R9 \ cIRo<R8 \ o/ X 1/J[Tan R</>J = 
= intRg(o/ X 1/J[TanR</>])C intRiTi/J X t[l[a]nR9)C intRo<Tf3nR9). 
As /3 was arbitrary this shows that Q 8 C Q f . • 
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3.11. REMARK. Consider the diagram in 3.8 .. If E.;, = Q.;, and if R,i,C Q.;, then Q.;, = (if; X if;Y--[Q8]. 
PROOF. Note that if; X if;[Q.;,] = Qo, hence Q.;,C (if; X if;)---[Q 8]. Let (x 1 ,x2)E (if; X if;)'-[Q8]. Then 
there is a (z 1,z2)EQ.;, such that if;Xif;(z 1,z2)=if;Xif;(x 1,x 2). But then (x 1,z 1)ER,i, and also 
(x2,z 2)E R,i,. Hence 
By now we are able to prove that the equality E.;, = Q.;, = Q f is preserved under factors. 
3.12. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.8.. If E.;, = Q.;, = Q f then E o = Q o = Q f . 
PROOF. Note that E.;, = Q.;, implies that Ee= Qo. 
Now consider the following diagram of homomorphisms of minimal ttgs. 
L 
cf, 'X/Q.;, µ, 'i,/Qo 0 
~x/P 
~ 
D 
Let ,c 'X-'X/Q.;, and A: 2:-2:/Q8 be the quotient maps. Since if; X if;[Q.;,] = Q 8 there exists a 
unique homomorphism µ,: 'X/Q.;,-~/Qo such that Aoip = p,oK. As a= /30µ,, µ, is almost p~riodic. 
Let xEuX, z:=i[;(x) and note that (K(x),z)ER,,_>,.. Define W:=T(K(x),z), then W is a 
minimal subset of R,,_>-. (for Jx <;;,JK(x)nJz) and W projects onto X/Q.;, and Z by 'ITJ and '172 
respectively. It is an elementary exercise to show that '172 is an almost periodic map ( µ, is almost 
periodic!), so '172 is open. Define x: 6hf-~ by x = ao?T1 and let ~: 'X-6hf be defined by 
Hx)=(K(x),z). Then ct,=xo~. As, clearly, R~<;;,RK=Q.;, it follows from 3.11. that 
Q.;, = (~ X ~r-[Qx1. Hence by 3.10., we know that Qx = Q: . As x = 0o?T2 and '172 is open it fol-
lows from 3.9. that Q 8 = Q f , which proves the theorem. D 
In 3.7. we have seen that E.;, = Q.;, = Qf in the case of open RIM extensions and of Be extensions. 
Is the equality of those three relations a coincidence? We shall see that it is not; at least, we shall see 
that in several situations the equality of Q.;, and Qf implies E.;, = Q.;, = Qf . Whether or not 
transitivity of Q.;, implies Q.;, = Q f is unknown. 
First we introduce some notation: 
Let cf,: ix- ~ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs. Let (x 1 , x 2) E R.;, and p E Sr . Then define 
P*(X1 ,x2): = n {po VIV is a neighbourhood of (x1 ,x2) in R.;,}. 
Clearly, p * (x I , X 2) = n {p o ( U J X U 2 n R .;,) I ui E CV'x;} (we denote the neighbourhood system of X 
in X by CV°x ). 
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Note that there is some ambiguity in the notation as we do not specify the map. As we use it only in 
the situation of one specific homomorphism cp and never with respect to XX X , no serious problem 
will arise. 
3.13. THEOREM. Let cp: ~-611 be a homomorphism of ttgs (not necessarily minimal) and let 
(x 1,x2)ERrp. Then (x 1,x2)EQrp iff there is a minimal left ideal I in ST with 
p•(x1 ,x2)rl ilx =I= 0 for every p EI. 
PROOF. Let (x 1 ,x2)E Qrp. Then there are nets {(x\ ,x~)}; and {t; }; in Rrp and T such that 
(x;1 ,x~)-(x 1,x 2) and t;(x;1 ,x~)-(x,x) for some xEX. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that the lllet {t; }; converges to some p EST . Let V be a neighbourhood of (x 1 ,x2) in 
Rrp. Then there is an i 0 such that (x\ ,x~)E V for every i ~ i 0 . Hence 
(x ,x) = lim {t;(x;1 ,x~) Ii~ i 0} E limt; V =po V. 
As V was arbitrary, (x,x)Ep•(x 1,x2) and so p•(x1,x2)nilx =I= 0. 
Conversely, suppose that for some p E ST we have p * (x 1, x 2) n ilx =I= 0 , say (x, x) E p * (x 1 , x 2) . 
For aE621x, po(a(x 1)Xa(x 2)nRrp)E2R,p and <(anRrp)0 ,Rrp> is a neighbourhood of 
po (a(x 1)X a(x 2) n Rrp) in l.P. Let {t; }; be a net in T with t; -P in ST . Then 
t;(a(x 1)X a(x 2) n Rrp)-p o (a(x 1)X a(x2) n Rrp) in l.P. 
So there is an i" such that 
and we can find t,,: = t;a m T and 
(xf,xf)Ea(x 1)Xa(x 2)nRrp such that t,,(xf,xf)EanRrp. Doing this for every aE621x, we 
obtain nets {t,,}aEG/lx in T and {(xf ,xf)}aEG/lx in Rrp such that 
· Consequently, (x 1 , x 2) E Q rp . What we have proved by now is 
(x 1,x2)EQrp iff p•(x 1,x2)nilx =I= 0 for some pEST, 
hence the "if" -part of the theorem is proved. 
Let (x 1 , x 2) E Q q, and define 
By the above, S =I= 0 and, clearly, S is T-invariant. We shall show that S is closed; hence it fol-
lows that S contains a minimal left ideal, which proves the theorem. 
For each neighbourhood V of (x 1 ,x 2) in Rrp the mapping p 1-+p o V is continuous, hence the 
mapping 
is upper semi continuous. Since ilx is closed and as S is the full original under '¥ of the closed 
subset {A El.PI A n ilx =I= 0} of 2R.P, it follows that S is closed. • 
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The following remark in fact repeats and extends 3.4.a, b. 
3.14. REMARK. Let 4>: ex-~ be a homomorphism ofttgs and let (x 1 ,x 2)E R,p. 
a) If(x1,x2)EQ: ,then P*(x1,x2)<;;;,Q,pforevery pESr. 
b) If P*(x 1 ,x2)n Q: =I= 0 for some p E Sr, then (x 1 ,x2)E Q,p. 
PROOF. 
a) Let aE 6ltx , then (x 1 ,x 2)E intR/Tan R,p). So there are open neighbourhoods U I E "Vx 1 
and U 2 E "Vx 2 such that 
(x1,X2)E U1X U2nR,p<;;;,intR/TanR,p). 
For every p E Sr it follows that 
P*(x1 ,x2)<;;;,p o(U1 X U2n R,p)<;;;, T. intR/Tan R,p)<;;;, Tan R,p. 
As a was arbitrary, P*(x 1 ,x 2)<;;;, Q,p for every p E Sr . 
b)Suppose P*(x 1,x2)nQ: =fa 0. Let {t;}; be a net in T with t;-p and let a,/3E6ltx 
be such that /3 <;;;, a . Then 
p o(/3(x1)X /3(x2) n R,p) n intR.p(Tan R,p) =fa 0 
and as <intR/Tan R,p),R,p> is an open neighbourhood of the element po (/3(x 1) X /3(x 2)n R,p) of 
2R<1>, while 
it follows that, eventually, 
t;(/3(x 1) x f3(x 2) nR,p) n intR/TanR,p) =fa 0. 
But then f3(x 1)X/3(x2)nTanR,p=/= 0, and as is easily seen (x 1,x 2)ETanR,p. Consequently, 
(x1,x2)EQ,p- D 
3.15. LEMMA. Let 4>: ex-~ be a homomorphism of ttgs and suppose that Q,p = Q: . Let 
(x ,y) E Q ,p and (y, z) E Q ,p . If <p is open in x E X , then (x, z) E Q ,p . 
PROOF. By 3. 13., we can find a minimal left ideal I in Sr , p E I and a z 'E X such that 
(z',z')Ep*(y,z). Let aE 6ltx and let Ux <;;;, a(x), Uy<;;;, a(y) and U2 <;;;, a(z) be open neigh-
bourhoods of x , y and z in X , such that 
(for U2 no further conditions). As <t> is open in x , we may assume that Uy is such that 
<t>[Uy]<;;;, <t>[Ux]. Since 
(z ', Z ') E p * (y , Z ) <;;;, p O ( Uy X uz n R ,p) , 
we can find nets {t; }; in T and { (y;, Z;) }; in Uy X U2 n R ,p such that p = lim t; and 
(z',z') = limt;(Y;,z;). Let x; E Ux be such that 4>(x;) = <t>(y;). Then, for every i , 
(x;,y;)E Ux X Uy nR,p and {x;,z;)E Ux X U2 nR,p. 
Let x~: = limt;X; (after passing to a suitable subnet). Then 
(x~,z') = limt;(x;,y;)Ep o(Ux X Uy nRep)Cp o(TanRep)C Tan Rep 
and 
(x~,z') = limt;(x;,z;)E po (Ux X Uz n Rep)Cp o (a(x)X a(z )n Rep). 
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So for every a E 6lix we can define in this way an element x ~ E X . Let x ' = lim x p ( after passing 
to a suitable subnet). Then 
(x',z') = lim(xp,z')E Tan Rep for every aE 6lix; 
hence (x',z')E Qep = Q: . And 
(x',z ') = lim(xp,z')E po (a(x )X a(z )n Rep) for every aE 6lix . 
As P*(x,z)= n{po(a(x)Xa(z)nRep)laE6lLx}, it follows that (x',z')Ep*(x,z) and so that 
P*(x,z)nQ: -=I= 0. By3.14.b,itfollowsthat (x,z)EQep. • 
3.16. THEOREM. Let <1>: cx-611 be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs, such that </> is open in some point 
x E X . Then Q ep = Q: implies E ep = Q ep . 
PROOF. Let (x 1 ,x 2)EQep and (x 2 ,x 3)EQep and let pEM be such that x =px 1 . Then 
(x,px2)=p(x1,x2)EQep and (px2,px3)EQep; so, by 3.15., it follows that (x,px 3)EQep. Let 
v EJx 1 , then 
(x1,vx3) = vp- 1(x,px3)E Qep. 
As (vx3,X3)EPep we have (x1,X3)EPepoQep. So, by 3.4.c, (x 1 ,x3)EQep. Hence QepoQepCQep 
and Q ep is an equivalence relation. • 
3.17. COROLLARY. 
a) If <1>: cx-611 is a RIM extension or if </> is a homomorphism of metric minimal ttgs, then 
Qep = Q: implies Eep = Qep = Q: . 
b) If 'X is a minimal ttg then Q~ = Q:, implies E~ = Q~ = Q:, . • 
It is not known whether or not Qep = Q: implies Eep = Qep without further restrictions on </>. We 
shall now give some other conditions on </> that are sufficient to deduce E ep = Q ep from Q ep = Q: . 
3.18. THEOREM. Consider the diagram in 3.8., and suppose that 1[; is proximal. In each of the following 
two cases we have Qep = Q: implies Eep = Qep = Q: 
a) (J is open; 
b) E 9 = Q 9oP 9 ; e.g., (J is a RIM extension. 
PROOF. If 1P is proximal, then 
(1[; X 1[;)""""[Q9] <;;;, R,i,o QepoR,i,C P epo QepoP ep, 
and so, if Qep = Q: , it follows from 3.4.c that (1[; X 1[;)4"""[Q9]<;;;, Qep. · Hence, by 3.10., Qep = Q: 
implies Q9 = Qf . But then, in both cases a and b, it follows that E 9 = Q 9 (cf. 3.16. and 3.4.c 
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respectively). As o/ is proximal and as 
it follows that E cp C P cp o Q cp o P cp . But, again by 3.4.c, this gives 
Ecp<;;;;,PcpoQcpoPcp=PcpoQ: oPcp= Q:. 
• 
3.19. THEOREM. Let <J>: ~- 6lJ be a homomorphism of minimal ttgs and let </> = Ootfi. Suppose tfi is 
open, R,i,C Qcp and let En= QooPo. Then Qcp = Q: implies Ecp = Qcp = Q; . 
PROOF. As t/1 is open, Qcp = Q: implies Q8 = Qf by 3.9 .. Hence, by 3.4.c, it follows that 
En= Q9oP9 = Qf 0 Po = Qf = Q9. 
Also, by the openness of t/1 we have that t/1 X tfi: Rcp-R 8 is an open map. We shall show that 
Qcp = (t/1 X tfi)'-lQ 8] , hence that Qcp is an equivalence relation. 
Let (x 1 ,x2)E (t/1 X t/lY--[Qo]; then (z 1 ,z 2): = t/1 X tfi(x 1 ,x2)E Qo. So there are nets {(z\ ,z~)}; in 
Ro and {t;}; in T such that (z\ ,z~)-(z1,z2) and t;(z\ ,z~)-(z 1,z 1). As 
(x 1,x2)E(t/1Xtfi)'""""(z 1 ,z 2) and as the map tfiXtfi:Rcp-Ro isopen,wecanfind (x\,x~) in Rep 
such that t/1 X tfi(x\ ,x~) = (z\ ,z~) and (x\ ,x~)-(x 1 ,x 2). After passing to a suitable subnet let 
(x1 ,x2) = limt;(x\ ,x~). Then 
tfi(x1) = lim t;tfi(x\) = lim t;z\ = z 1 = lim t;z~ = lim t;tfi(x~) = tfi(x2) , 
hence (x 1 , x 2) E R.,, and therefore 
Consequently, (t/1 X tfit'"[Qo]C Qcp 
Qcp = (t/1 X t/1) ..... [Qo]. 
(x1 ,.x2)E Qcp = Q: . By 3.4.b, it follows that (x 1 ,x 2)E Qcp. 
and as, clearly, QcpC(tfiXtfi) ..... [Q 9], it follows that 
• 
4. REGIONAL PROXIMALITY OF SECOND ORDER 
Let ~ be a ttg. It is not difficult to see that a pair (x 1 , x 2) E X X X is regionally proximal if we can 
find suitable pairs in the neighbourhood of (x 1 , x 2) such that after suitable T -translations they tend to 
a proximal pair. If we could find pairs in the neighbourhood of (x 1, x 2) that after suitable T-
translations tend to a regionally proximal pair, we could say that the pair (x 1 , x 2) is regionally region-
ally proximal. We call it regionally proximal of second order. 
Let ~ be a ttg and let A C X . Then define 
D (A '~): = u {p * A Ip E Sr} ' 
where p * A is defined as 
p * A : = n {p O V I A k V and V open in X} , 
Remark that the * defined in section 3. is in full accordance with this definition, after noting that 
P*a :=p*{a}. 
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4.1. REMARK. Let 'X be a ttg and let A e X . Then 
a) D (A , 'X) is T -invariant; 
b) D(A, 'X) = D(tA, 'X) for every t ET; 
c) if A is closed then D(A,'X)= LJ{D({a},'X)laEA}; 
d) if A is closed then D (A , 'X) is closed. 
PROOF. 
a) Let x E D(A, 'X) and let p EST be such that x Ep•A . Then x Ep o V for every open 
V in X with A e V . Hence tx E tp o V for such V and tx E tp * A e D (A , 'X) . 
b)Notethat poV=pt- 1otV for every VeX, pEST and tET. As 
{WI wex open, tA e W} = {tV I vex open,A e V} 
for every t ET, it follows that p•A =pt- 1.tA . 
c) Obviously, D ({a}, 'X)e D(A, 'X) for every a EA . 
Conversely, let x ED (A, 'X) and let p E ST be such that x E p * A . Let a E 62Lx be an open 
index. Then there are a 1, ••• , an in A such that 
Va:= LJ { a (a;) I i E {I, ... , n } } 
is an open neighbourhood of A (in X ). So x E p o Va and as 
p o Va = LJ {p o a (a;) I i E {I, ... , n } } , 
we can find aa E { a; I i E {I, ... , n } } such that x E p o a (aa) . In this way we obtain a point aa 
in A for every open index a E 62Lx . Let a:= lim { aa I a E /} for a suitable subnet I e 62Lx . We 
shall prove that x E p * {a} . 
Let Ve X be open and let { a } e V . Then there are /3 and y in I such that /3 (a) e V and 
yoye /3. Let 8E I with Bey such that a6 E y(a). Then 
x E po 8(aB) and 8(all)e y(aB) e y(y(a )) e /3(a) , 
so xEpo8(a6)epof3(a)epoV; hence xEp•{a}. As a EA =A it follows that 
D (A , 'X) e U { D ( { a } , 'X) I a E A } . 
d) Let {x; }; be a convergent net in D(A, 'X) and let x = limx; . By c, we may find nets 
{a;}; and {p;}; in A and ST such that x; Ep;• {a;}. Let p = limp; and a= lima; after 
passing to suitable subnets. We shall prove that x E p * { a } . 
Let V e X be open with { a } e V . Then { a; } e V for all i ;;;;.,, i ( V) . Hence 
X; E p; * { a; } e p; o V for all i ;;;;.:: i ( V) . 
But then it follows that 
x = lim X; E lim2x(p; o V) = p o V . 
As V was arbitrary, it follows that x E p * {a} , hence x ED (A, 'X) . 
The proof of the following remark is straightforward and will be omitted 
• 
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4.2. REMARK. For a ttg ~, x E X and a E X the following statements are equivalent: 
a) x Ep*a for some p E Sr, in other words, x E D({a}, ~); 
b) for every Va E 'Ya , and every Vx E 'Vx there is a t E T such that t Va n Vx =I= 0 ; 
c) there is a net { a; } ; in X with a; - a and there are t; in T with x = lim t; a; ; 
d) a E q*x for some q E Sr, in other words, a E D({x}, ~). • 
4.3. EXAMPLES. Let ~ be a ttg and let cf,: ~-61J be a homomorphism of ttgs. Then 
a) D(Ax,~X~)=Q~; 
b) D(Ax, 'iA-q,) =Qt/>; 
c) D(Eq,,'iA-q,)=Et/> andso D(Qq,,'iA-q,)CEt/>; 
d) D(Q: ,'iA-q,)=Qq,,hence Qt/>=Q: implies D(Qq,,'iA-q,)=Qt/>. 
PROOF, 
a) Follows immediately from b. 
b) Using 4.1.c and 4.2. this follows easily from 3. 13 .. 
c) Let 8: ~/Eq,-cf,[~] be the maximal almost periodic factor of cf, and let ,c: ~-~/Et/> be 
the quotient map. Then it is easily seen that 
As (J is an almost periodic extension, K X 1e[D(Eq,,'iA-q,)]C Ax;E<P; hence D(Eq,,'iA-q,)C Et/>. 
d) Clearly, Qt/>= D(Ax ,'iA-q,)C D(Q: ,'iA-q,). 
Conversely, as Q: C intR/TanRq,) for every aE 6lLx, we have 
P* Q: Cp o intR<P(Tan Rt/>)Cp o Tan Rt/>C Tan Rt/> (aE 6lLx). 
So p * Q: C Q <1> and D (Q: , 'iA-q,) C Qt/> . 
The next theorem as well as its proof resemble 3.15. and 3.16 .. 
• 
4.4. THEOREM. Let cf,: ~-61J be a homomorphism of ttgs. If for every x I E X there is an x EX 
- -
with Tx n Tx 1 =I= 0 , such that cf, (x) is an almost periodic point and cf, is open in x , then 
Et/> = Qt/> ifJ D (Qt/> , 'iA-q,) = Qt/> . 
PROOF. If Et/>= Qt/> then, by 4.3., it follows that D (Qt/>, 'iA-q,) = Qt/> . 
Conversely, suppose that D(Qq,,'iA,t/>) =Qt/>. Let (x 1 ,x 2)E Qt/> and (x 2 ,x 3)E Qt/>, and assume cf, is 
open in x 1 • We shall prove that (x 1 ,x 3)E Qt/>. 
Let {(x~ ,x~)}; and {t; }; be nets in Rt/> and T such that 
(x~ ,x~)-(x2 ,x3) and t;(x~ ,x~)-(w, w) for some w EX. 
As c[>(x~)-c[>(x 2) = c[>(x 1) and as cf, is open in x 1 , there are z; E c[, ..... c[,(x~) such that z; -x 1 • 
Define z = limt;z; (after passing to a suitable subnet). Then 
(z;,x~)-(x 1 ,x 2) and t;(z;,x~)-(z, w). 
As (x 1 ,x 2)E Qt/> it follows that 
(z, w) E P* (x 1,x2)C D({(x 1 ,x2)}, 'iA-q,)k D(Qq,, 'iA-q,) =Qt/>, 
where p = lim t; E Sr (after passing to a suitable subnet). As 
it follows that 
(x 1 ,x 3)E q*(z, w)C::::: D({(z, w)} ,'?it,p)C::::: D(Q,p,'?it,p) = Q,p, 
where q = lim t; --IE ST (after passing to a suitable subnet). 
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Now assume that cf, is not open in x 1 • By assumption, we may find x E X such that 
- --
Tx n Tx 1 =I- 0 and cf, is open in x , while cp(x) E Y is an almost periodic point. For an almost 
- -
periodic point z E Tx n Tx 1 let I and K be minimal left ideals in ST such that z = px and 
z=qx 1 forsomepEI andsome qEK. Let vEJ,p(xi(/).Then vx=vp- 1qx 1 ,and 
(vx, vp- 1qx2) = vp- 1q(x1 ,xz)E Q,p and (vp-' 1qxz, vp- 1qx3)E Q,p. 
As (x,vx)EP,p, we have (x,vp- 1qx 2)EQ,poP,p and it is easily seen that 
Q,poP,pC:::::D(Q,p,'?it,p)=Q,p- By the above, (x,vp- 1qx 3)EQ</> and so 
(vp- 1qx 1, vp- 1qx3) = (vx, vp- 1qx3) = v(x, vp- 1qx3)E Q</>. 
But then 
(x J , X 3) E D ( { ( vp - I qx I , vp - I qx 3)} , '?it,p) C::::: D ( Q </>, '?it</>) = Q </> , 
which shows the transitivity of Q ,p . • 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let cf,: ~- 611 be a homomorphism of ttgs. 
a) If cp is open then Ee/>= Q</> ifJ D(Q</>,'?it</>) = Q,p. In particular, for every ttg ~ we have 
E'X = Q-.x ifJ D(Q'X, ~ X ~) = Q-.x. 
b) If ~ is a metric ergodic ttg and if 611 is minimal, then E </> = Q </> ifJ D ( Q </>, '?it</>) = Q </> . 
PROOF. 
a) This follows immediately from the first part of the proof of 4.4 .. 
b) If X is metric, there is a residual set of points in which cf, is open, also there is a residual set 
of transitive points. As 611 is minimal, the assumptions of 4.4. are satisfied. • 
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